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Life is glorious; life is sobering. You only have live to find this out. You only have to place a splendid rose on a
casket to see how it’s true. If Easter sounds the splendor of being human––that we should live fully alive forever and ever–
–the days from Ash Wednesday to Good Friday intone the sobering notes.
Psalm 90 gets us praying starkly: “You turn people back to dust, saying, ‘Return to dust, you mortals.’ …You
weep people away in the sleep of death––they are like the new grass of the morning: In the morning it springs up new, but
by evening it is dry and withered.” It’s evening. How many of us have come here feeling dry and withered? Psalm 90 tells
us, don’t fight that feeling. Accept it. In so doing, there’s a deep gladness we may know, and mornings in which we may
wake to unfailing love.
Psalm 90 leads us to wisdom and profound satisfaction with life as human beings, but the path to this wisdom is
acceptance of that which we might wish to escape. It’s the way of moans and troubles, sorrow and affliction, and dryness
of soul.
According to Franciscan monk and writer Richard Rohr there are five hard truths that are paths to wisdom in life.
They may well have come straight from Psalm 90. They are:
•
•
•
•
•

Life is hard.
You are not that important.
Your life is not about you.
You are not in control.
You are going to die.

The gritty ash imposed on our foreheads tonight basically announces, “Folks, life is hard.” Was this more readily
acknowledged before we had so many products designed to make life easier? Our cars and computers, climate control
systems, and screens that we tap a few times so that shoes show up at our door the next day––however bent we are on
making life easier, there are ways it just isn’t going to be. There’s no preventing pain in our bodies and hearts that we
never would have chosen. There’s no avoiding stretches of life in which we ask, like Psalm 90, “How long will this go on?”
One of the ways life is hard is that we find we really aren’t that important. You find this out at places like Costco
when you’re eight shoppers back in line. It doesn’t matter your income, what degrees you hold, the kind of car you drive,
or who you know. You’re waiting your turn like everyone else. The line at Costco is a great equalizer of human dignity: all
the people in front of you, and for that matter, behind you, are just as important as you. Which is to say, you’re not that
important and you’ll wait your turn like everyone else. People are like grass, says the psalm. How could one blade grass
think it’s more important than others?
A third hard truth is life is that it isn’t about us. Some of our deepest frustration comes from placing ourselves at
the center of our lives, as though our life were our idea and we could finally keep ourselves in it. From this delusion we can
knock ourselves out for what makes us feel good, protect what makes us feel secure, and do all we can to arrange our lives
to our advantage. But then, our life is only as big as the resources we bring to it, and we feel threatened by others we
assume are also making a life that’s all about them.
“Lord, you have been our dwelling place for all generations,” says the Psalm. “Before the mountains were born or
you brought forth the whole world, from everlasting to everlasting you are God.” Life that isn’t about God is just a cheap
knock off of what our souls really want.
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We can live deceived that what we really want is control. A fourth hard truth is that we don’t have control, and
never will. We know the saying: it isn’t what you see gets you––it’s what you don’t. We never saw the financial downturn
coming. The diagnosis was out of the blue. We couldn’t have dreamed what parenting would ask of us. We end up in
struggles we neither asked for nor could prevent. “Make us glad for as many years…as we have seen trouble,” says the
psalm. But the gladness of life isn’t in controlling the trouble but in finding God in the midst of it.
Which leads us to life’s biggest hard truth, perhaps the one we most try to control: You are going to die. “Our
days may come to seventy years, or eighty, if our strength endures,” and then “we fly away.” There’s no preventing the
return to dust. Thus, we end up striving for lives of significance. For some it’s winning a championship. For others it’s their
name on their building. We can fret over gaining wealth or pursuing ambitions to prove our importance. Anything to
prove I’ve made a mark in the world… But all our death-defying projects only lead to fear of failure. And they all end the
same: with embrace, whether accepting or not, of what we were avoiding or compensating for. You are going to die.
•
•
•
•
•

Life is hard.
You are not that important.
Your life is not about you.
You are not in control.
You are going to die.

At its best, Christianity has always been this frank about the human condition, and said that accepting it is the first step to
true life and freedom.
It’s like the old Benedictine monks. When they said their final vows to enter the order, they used to lie down face
first before the altar. A funeral pall and candles were placed over them. Around them, parts of the funeral mass were sung
over their bodies. The message was the gospel that Paul proclaimed to the Galatians: “I have been crucified with Christ
and I no longer live, but Christ lives in me.”
The message of our baptism is that we were joined to Christ in his death. Which is to say, we’ve already gotten the
dying over with. We don’t need to fear our frailty and the hard things of life, because we no longer live by our own failing
resources. We live by the power of Jesus’ resurrection.
We don’t have to strive for control because Christ has given us bigger life than we could arrange for ourselves.
This means life can’t be about us. The life we now live isn’t our own, but that of Jesus alive in us! And so the question of
whether we are important doesn’t need to consume us. Are we important? Of course! God has given us his Son who loved
us and gave himself for us. We couldn’t be worth more than God has made us to be in Christ.
The ashes tell us that none of this will stop life from being hard, and that we can stop defining our lives by the
circumstances we’re in. The cross of Jesus defines our lives––the cross in which God became all-vulnerable to give us the
life that can’t be destroyed. By God’s gift in Christ, even in the midst of hard things, in life we can’t control and in which
we can feel quite small, we are truly in life that’s indestructible.
And so the psalmist prays, “Satisfy us in the morning with your unfailing love, that we may sing for joy and be
glad all our days.” God made us for joy and deep gladness. Part of the human condition is that we can seek these in all the
wrong places. But tonight we are invited to return to the dust out of which God lovingly made us. We are invited to accept
God’s joining of our lives to Jesus’ cross––so we may live light and free and expansively as God’s love.
Sometimes I wonder if the hardest truth to accept isn’t about our condition, but God’s. It is God’s condition to
love us and give himself for us in Christ. Which means the truest thing of our lives hasn’t anything to do with us, and
everything to do with the faithfulness of the Savior who became dust from us and raises us from it to life. Amen.
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